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Abstract. Three methods for inter-calibrating humidity sounding chan-3

nels are compared to assess their merits and demerits. The methods use: 1)4

Natural targets or vicarious calibration (Antarctica and tropical oceans), 2)5

zonal average brightness temperatures, and 3) simultaneous nadir overpasses6

(SNOs). Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-B (AMSU-B) instruments on-7

board the polar-orbiting NOAA-15 and NOAA-16 satellites are used as ex-8

amples. Antarctica is shown to be useful for identifying some of the instru-9

ment problems, but less promising for inter-calibrating humidity sounders10

due to the large diurnal variations there. Owing to smaller diurnal cycles over11

tropical oceans, these are found to be a good target for estimating inter-satellite12

biases. Estimated biases are more resistant to diurnal differences when data13

from ascending and descending passes are combined. Biases estimated from14

zonal averaged brightness temperatures show large seasonal and latitude de-15

pendence which could have resulted from diurnal cycle aliasing and scene-16

radiance dependence of the biases. This method may not be the best for chan-17

nels with significant surface contributions. We have also tested the impact18

of clouds on the estimated biases and found that it is not significant, at least19

for tropical ocean estimates. Biases estimated from SNOs are free of diur-20

nal cycle aliasing and cloud impacts.21
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1. Introduction

Water vapor in the troposphere (especially in the mid to upper troposphere) is an im-22

portant climate variable due to its positive feedback in a warming climate [e.g., Manabe23

and Wetherald , 1967; Held and Soden, 2000]. Despite this, tropospheric water vapour is24

poorly simulated by current climate models [e.g., John and Soden, 2007]. Traditional wa-25

ter vapour measurements from radiosondes fail to provide an accurate and global picture26

of the distribution and evolution of water vapour in the mid to upper troposphere due27

to their inabilities to measure accurately in drier and colder conditions [e.g., Soden and28

Lanzante, 1996; John and Buehler , 2005]. Better sources of water vapour measurements29

with global coverage are satellite infrared (IR) and microwave (MW) measurements. The30

IR measurements have been used to understand the role of water vapour in the climate31

system [e.g., Soden et al., 2005; Shi and Bates , 2011]. But there is a clear advantage in the32

microwave climate data record (CDR), which is the availability of all-sky data, whereas33

infrared records sample only clear areas [John et al., 2011].34

Satellite microwave humidity sounders have been measuring tropospheric water vapour35

for about 20 years with the first Special Sensor Microwave Humidity Sounder (SSM-T/2;36

[Wilheit and al Khalaf , 1994]) in orbit in November 1991. Later on, the first Advanced37

Microwave Sounding Unit-B (AMSU-B; Saunders et al. [1995]) was launched in May38

1998, and the first Microwave Humidity Sounder (MHS; Bonsignori [2007]) was launched39

in May 2005. Microwave sounding data have been found to make significant impacts on40

the skills of Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) [e.g., Andersson et al., 2007]. However,41
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SSM-T/2 data were not assimilated at NWP centres and the error characteristics of these42

measurements are poorly understood.43

There have been efforts to inter-calibrate microwave humidity sounders [e.g., John et al.,44

2012b] in order to provide climate quality data sets for climate monitoring and use in45

climate quality reanalyses. Inter-calibration methods which use simultaneous nadir over-46

passes (SNOs; [Cao et al., 2004]) of polar orbiting satellites have become very popular47

[Cao et al., 2005; Shi et al., 2008; Iacovazzi and Cao, 2008; Zou et al., 2009]. During an48

SNO, instruments on two satellites measure the same target area with short time differ-49

ences, thus the difference in their measurements can practically be taken as inter-satellite50

bias. SNO estimates are free from some sampling errors, for example, arising from the51

diurnal cycle. However, SNOs of polar orbiting satellites normally occur only in polar52

latitudes (above 70◦) and thus SNO measurements represent only a small portion of the53

dynamic ranges of global measurements [Shi and Bates , 2011]. It is shown in John et al.54

[2012b] that the scene-radiance dependence of inter-satellite biases limits the usefulness55

of polar-only SNOs for inter-calibrating microwave humidity sounders.56

Another possible method for inter-calibration is the use of natural calibration targets57

such as Antarctica or tropical oceans [Mo, 2011]. Mo [2010] has shown that Antarctica58

can act as a good inter-calibration target during Antarctic winter months because diurnal59

variations there are very small. Mo and Liu [2008] have shown that tropical oceans can60

also act as a stable inter-calibration point. Therefore, in this study we analyse microwave61

humidity sounding data over these two natural targets to understand data characteristics62

and to estimate inter-satellite biases. The establishment of a set of natural Earth targets63
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for instrument calibration is important for the calibration and validation of microwave64

radiometers [Mo, 2011].65

Shi and Bates [2011] proposed and used another method for inter-calibrating upper66

tropospheric water vapour infrared radiances measured by different HIRS instruments.67

They used zonally averaged (10◦ bins) monthly mean brightness temperatures to estimate68

inter-satellite biases. They calculated radiance dependent biases for each satellite pair69

using zonally matched brightness temperatures. This method can be prone to errors from70

diurnal cycle variations [Zou and Wang , 2011].71

We compare these three methods of inter-calibration - natural targets, SNOs, and72

zonal averages - for microwave humidity sounders by taking the AMSU-B instruments on73

NOAA-15 (N15) and NOAA-16 (N16) as examples. This study deals only with near-nadir74

brightness temperatures, thus avoiding any errors that could stem from scan-dependent75

biases. It is known that some of the AMSU-B channels have suffered from scan-dependent76

biases [Buehler et al., 2005]. Also, this study discusses the methods which use only the77

data that has to be inter-calibrated (and not any other data or model outputs); thus78

minimising errors from other sources.79

Another possible method for inter-calibration is the use of Observation minus Back-80

ground (O–B) statistics from NWP analysis which is discussed in detail in Saunders et al.81

[2012] and therefore is not included in this study. One of the issues with (O–B) method is82

that known frequency changes are already modeled in the radiative transfer model used83

for assimilating observations and thus the impact of this on inter-satellite bias is not seen84

with this method. For example, radiance differences, as discussed in John et al. [2012b],85
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due to change in central frequency from 150 to 157 GHz for Channel 2 of AMSU-B and86

MHS cannot be easily detected.87

2. Data and methods

2.1. AMSU-B data

The AMSU-B is a 5 channel microwave radiometer which is designed to measure the88

radiation emitted from the Earth’s surface and atmosphere in order to estimate global89

fields of tropospheric humidity. The instrument specifications are given in Table 1. AMSU-90

B is on-board NOAA-15 (N15), N16, and N17.91

Channels 1 and 2 at 89 GHz and 150 GHz, respectively, enable deep penetration through92

the atmosphere to the Earth’s surface. Channels 3–5 are located in the strongly opaque93

water vapor absorption line at 183.31 GHz and provide information on the tropospheric hu-94

midity at different levels. The passbands of Channels 3, 4, and 5 are at 183.31±1.00 GHz,95

183.31±3.00 GHz, and 183.31±7.00 GHz, respectively.96

At each channel frequency, the antenna beam-width (full width at half maximum) is a97

constant 1.1 degrees. Ninety contiguous cells are sampled on the Earth’s surface, with each98

scan covering an angle of ±49.5 degrees from nadir. These scan patterns and geometric99

resolution translate to a 16.3 km diameter cell at nadir at a nominal satellite altitude of100

∼833 km.101

We obtained level 1b data of AMSU-B from the NOAA/CLASS digital library. Level102

1b files contain quality controlled raw instrument counts. Geographical and operational103

calibration information is also included in the files. We used the ATOVS and AVHRR104

Processing Package (AAPP) to convert level 1b data to level 1c data. During this pro-105

cess the calibration coefficients are applied to the instrument counts to obtain antenna106
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temperature and this is then converted to brightness temperatures by applying an an-107

tenna pattern correction [Hewison and Saunders , 1996]. Corrections for Radio Frequency108

Interference (RFI, [Atkinson, 2001]) are also done during the conversion to level 1c. We109

are already aware of quality issues of N15 and N16 AMSU-B data during their life times,110

but we include all the data here to see how bias estimates differ from method to method.111

Note that Channels 3, 4, and 5 of N15 failed in August 2010.112

2.2. SNOs

SNOs were identified by the method developed by Cao et al. [2004]. SNOs occur with a113

frequency of about 8 days between N15 and N16. We used only 3 footprints on either side114

of nadir for analysis. We selected only those pixel pairs whose centres are less than 5 km115

apart and whose time difference is less than 300 seconds to avoid scene inhomogeneities116

affecting the estimated bias. These thresholds were estimated based on sensitivity analyses117

by John et al. [2012b]. We computed monthly bias and its standard error for the Northern118

and the Southern hemispheres separately. The results are shown on the left panels of119

Figure 6, but will be discussed later.120

2.3. Zonal averages

The daily averages of the brightness temperatures were calculated by binning the data121

by latitude (1 ◦ grid) and then averaging them with weights proportional to the cosine of122

the latitudes for area weighting. We analyse ascending and descending passes separately123

in order to see the influence of the diurnal cycle. The results are shown in Figure 5, but124

will be discussed later.125
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2.4. Natural targets

We used the 1 ◦ zonal averaged daily near-nadir brightness temperatures to compute126

Antarctic mean values. We used Antarctic area weighted values from 70◦S to 82◦S.127

To compute tropical ocean averages, we first gridded daily brightness temperatures128

to a 2.5◦x2.5◦ latitude-longitude grid and then computed the area weighted average of129

ocean-only grid boxes from 20◦S to 20◦N.130

3. Results

Figure 1 shows local equator crossing times (LECT) of ascending and descending nodes131

for N15 and N16. It can be clearly seen that orbital drift is significant for N15 and N16.132

When launched, N15, had equator crossing times at ∼7:30 AM/PM and by the end of 2010133

that had become ∼4:30 AM/PM. N16 at launch had crossed the equator at ∼2 AM/PM134

and by the end of 2010 that had become ∼7 AM/PM. These changes in measurement135

time will have caused diurnal cycle aliasing which introduces non-climatic trends in the136

data records from these satellites which have to be taken into account before estimating137

inter-satellite biases.138

Lindfors et al. [2011] have constructed diurnal cycles of infrared radiances, and the139

diurnal cycle of their surface channels will be comparable to those of Channel 1 and 2 of140

the microwave humidity sounders, at least qualitatively. Measurements over ocean showed141

an amplitude less than 1 K, but over the land it is of the order of 10 K. Their results show142

that the maximum of the diurnal cycle is at around 2 PM and the minimum at 4 AM.143

Chung et al. [2007] describe the diurnal cycles of upper and mid tropospheric humidity.144

Similar to surface channels the amplitude is larger over land. For these channels the145

maximum occurs around 3 AM and the minimum at 4 PM over the land and 1PM over146
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the ocean. Note that for any of these channels the cycles are not symmetric and therefore147

averaging ascending and descending passes, which are 12 hours apart, will not completely148

remove the diurnal cycle effects.149

We also estimated climatological diurnal cycles for these channels using a method similar150

to Lindfors et al. [2011]. The work will be discussed in detail in Kottayil et al. [2012]. Our151

preliminary results concur with those of Lindfors et al. [2011] and Chung et al. [2007].152

The following subsections discuss in detail the strengths and weaknesses of each of the153

three methods of inter-calibration.154

3.1. Natural targets

3.1.1. Antarctica155

Figure 2 shows time series of monthly mean near-nadir brightness temperatures observed156

over Antarctica (70◦S–82◦S) by the AMSU-B instruments on N15 (middle panels) and N16157

(left panels) from 2001 to 2010. This analysis is similar to what is shown in Mo [2010]158

who studied AMSU-A brightness temperatures over Antarctica. Data for ascending (black159

curves) and descending (red curves) passes are separately processed as done in Mo [2010].160

All channels show a distinct seasonal cycle with maxima occurring in Austral summer161

months and minima occurring in Austral winter months. Note that all channels do behave162

similarly, because over the elevated Antarctica all of them are surface channels, due to the163

very low water vapour column in the atmosphere [e.g., John et al., 2012b]. The brightness164

temperatures decrease sharply to the minima at the start of autumn and stay low during165

the winter. The brightness temperatures then sharply increase to the maximum in late166

spring which basically depicts the seasonal cycle of Antarctic temperature. It is possible167

that there are secondary effects from changing emissivity due to changing surface type168
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from pure ice or snow in winter to a mixture of water and snow in other seasons. Pure169

snow is known to have higher emissivity compared to a mixture of water and snow [Mo,170

2011].171

Blue curves in Figure 2 show the difference between ascending and descending passes.172

The axes labels are provided at the right hand side of each subplot. These differences173

are due to diurnal variations in the brightness temperatures. The differences show a clear174

seasonal cycle for all channels; small for Austral winter months and large for Austral sum-175

mer months which is as expected. The differences are large for window/surface channels:176

up to 5 K for N16. But they are only about 1 K for Channel 3 which in Austral summer177

has only a partial contribution from the surface; the rest of the signal originates from the178

atmosphere where the diurnal cycle is weaker compared to the surface. The differences are179

larger for Channels 4 and 5 because they receive greater contributions from the surface.180

The magnitude of the diurnal cycle differences for N16 is more than for N15 during181

early years because N15 was measuring in the early morning and evening whereas N16182

was measuring in the afternoon and near midnight. Later on, due to orbit drift, these183

sampling times changed as shown in Figure 1 and the diurnal cycle differences decreased184

for N16 and increased for N15.185

Mo [2010] showed that for AMSU-A channels the diurnal cycle differences become close186

to zero over Antarctica during Austral winter months which would be an ideal case for187

inter-calibration. This is almost the case for N16 AMSU-B channels, but not for N15188

where ascending passes are warmer than descending passes during most years. Channel 4189

of N15 shows the largest difference which began to increase around 2008 and in Austral190

winter of 2010 it reached 5 K. Also, the seasonal cycle for this channel is not clearly seen.191
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This channel is known to have problems due to RFI as discussed in Section 2.1. This192

clearly illustrates the usefulness of natural targets to identify periods of data problems193

and will be particularly useful for analysing data from the SSM-T/2 instrument whose194

data characteristics are poorly known.195

Inter-satellite biases are shown in the right panels, separately for ascending (black196

curves) and descending (red curves) passes and also by combining both passes (green197

curves). Biases for ascending passes show a larger seasonal cycle. This is again because198

ascending passes are in the afternoon and evening and capture the seasonal modulation199

of the diurnal cycle, but descending passes are near midnight and early in the morning200

where diurnal cycle differences are smaller. This seasonal cycle of bias is stronger for sur-201

face channels and much weaker for sounding channels. One can expect that by combining202

ascending and descending passes, the diurnal cycle impact on estimated bias would be203

reduced. However, this does not completely eliminate the diurnal cycle effects because it204

only removes the 24 hour cycle component of the diurnal cycle and the diurnal cycles of205

microwave humidity sounder measurements are not just 24 hour cycles [Kottayil et al.,206

2012].207

It may be true that at the south pole there is no diurnal cycle during Austral winter208

months, but that may not be true for the Antarctic plateau as a whole [Hudson and209

Brandt , 2005]. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate inter-satellite biases using Antarctic210

measurements due to the impact of the diurnal cycle. This is especially true when biases211

are small. However, when the biases are larger, as is true for the sounding channels (3–212

5), these measurements can provide a qualitative idea of the inter-satellite biases, and213

show for example the sounding channels biases increase with time after 2007. Also, due214
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to radiance dependence of the biases [e.g., John et al., 2012b], estimated biases using215

Antarctic measurements may only be representative for the colder end of the brightness216

temperatures.217

3.1.2. Tropical oceans218

Tropical oceans are another suitable inter-calibration target where the microwave hu-219

midity sounding channels act differently from the Antarctic region. We gridded the near-220

nadir brightness temperatures over the tropical oceans (20◦S–20◦N) to construct daily221

averages. Channel 1 is always a window channel and thus sensitive to surface proper-222

ties. Channel 2 acts mostly as a humidity sounding channel in the tropics, sensitive to223

the lowermost troposphere or boundary layer with very little contribution from the sur-224

face. However, it can have significant surface contributions in the dry subsidence zones of225

the tropics. Over tropical oceans, Channels 3-5 are humidity sounding channels with no226

contribution from the surface.227

Figure 3 shows area weighted, tropical ocean averaged, near-nadir brightness tempera-228

tures for N15 and N16 AMSU-B channels. Contrary to measurements over Antarctica, the229

seasonal cycle is less pronounced. Also, the differences between ascending and descending230

passes show neither large differences nor seasonal dependence. This is because the range231

of diurnal variations in sea surface temperature is less than a Kelvin for tropical oceans232

[e.g., Bernie et al., 2007; Kennedy et al., 2007]. For both satellites Channels 1 and 2 do233

not show a large trend in brightness temperature time series, but significant trends can234

be seen for Channels 3, 4, and 5 of N16 and Channels 4 and 5 of N15 which probably is235

an indication of performance degradation of these channels.236
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It is interesting to note that the ascending passes (afternoon/evening) are colder than237

Descending passes for Channel 1, but the opposite is true for all other channels. The238

differences for Channel 1 increase with time for N15 and decrease with time for N16.239

In order to understand this different behaviour of Channel 1 we have estimated the240

diurnal cycle of Channel 1 brightness temperatures over tropical ocean which is shown in241

Figure 4. The Channel has highest values of brightness temperatures around midnight242

and the lowest during day time. For Channel 1, liquid water in clouds acts similarly to243

water vapour in the atmosphere and thus the reason for the late night or early morning244

peak in brightness temperatures over tropical ocean is likely to be due to signals from low245

level clouds. Diurnal cycle of marine stratocumulus clouds are also noticeable in infrared246

measurements (although here, minimum OLR is around 6 AM, the time of maximum cloud247

extent, since clouds reduce the upward emissions of infra-red radiation, see for example,248

Fig. 16d in Allan et al. [2007].249

Channel 1 brightness temperature are warmer when the atmosphere has high liquid250

water content because more emission from the clouds will be added to the emission from251

the radiometrically colder ocean surface [Sreerekha et al., 2008]. The liquid water content252

of low level clouds has maximum values in late night or early morning [Wood et al., 2002].253

Channel 1 shows opposite trends in biases for ascending and descending passes which is254

also related to sampling through different parts of the diurnal cycle which is shown in255

Figure 4. The biases become similar when the equator crossing times of the satellites256

are at the same time in 2008. This is an indication of strong diurnal cycles of liquid257

clouds over tropical oceans even though there is very little diurnal cycle for sea surface258

temperature.259
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Inter-satellite biases for N16–N15 are shown in the right panels of Figure 3, separately for260

ascending (black curves) and descending (red curves) passes. Unlike the biases estimated261

from Antarctic measurements, tropical ocean measurements show inter-satellite biases262

even for Channels 1 and 2, which was not apparent in the Antarctic measurements.263

It is interesting to note that the seasonal variations of Channels 1 and 2 are similar for264

both satellites which indicates that these channels are in good order and have small biases265

in their measurements. Biases estimated for Channel 1 are mainly due to diurnal cycle266

effects, and combining ascending and descending passes has resulted in smaller biases.267

However, Channel 2 shows an increase in bias from close to zero in the early years to 1 K268

by the end of 2010.269

Channel 3 shows an increasing inter-satellite bias starting in 2006. Looking at the270

brightness temperature time series plots for individual satellites, N16 is found to be re-271

sponsible for a considerable part of this bias. There are distinct seasonal patterns in bias272

during this time period which resemble the solar beta angle of the satellite and are thus273

related to sun heating induced instrument temperature variability as shown in Figures 2274

and 4 of Zou and Wang [2011]. Solar beta angle is defined as the angle between the orbit275

plane of the satellite and the vector from the Sun. The solar beta angle determines the276

amount of time the satellite spends in direct sunlight, absorbing solar energy.277

Channel 4 brightness temperatures of N15 have an increasing trend for both passes278

during early years but then they remain flat for ascending passes and a deceasing trend for279

descending passes. The time series show abnormal, solar-angle related, seasonal variability280

which is more for the descending pass. N16 brightness temperatures shows an increasing281
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trend for this channel. As a result of all these variabilities and trends this channel has282

large time-varying inter-satellite biases.283

Channel 5 on N16 shows an anomalous decreasing trend for both ascending and de-284

scending nodes and on the other hand N15 brightness temperatures are showing a small285

increasing trend. As a result, this channel shows the largest bias which reaches 10 K by286

the end of 2010.287

Over all, the analysis using tropical ocean averaged brightness temperatures shows288

more coherent patterns and time evolution of biases compared to the other natural target289

- Antarctica. This is mainly due to the comparatively smaller diurnal cycle for these290

measurements over tropical oceans. These results can be slightly affected by these smaller291

diurnal cycles, but combining measurements of the ascending and descending passes, which292

mitigates the diurnal cycle impact, can reduce the influence of diurnal cycle differences293

on the biases as shown by the green curves in Figure 3.294

3.2. Zonal averages

In this section we analyse zonal averaged brightness temperatures of 10◦ wide latitude295

bands, which is similar to what was done in Shi and Bates [2011]. In fact, the two296

previous cases (Antarctica and tropical oceans) are special cases of the zonal average297

method. Figure 5 shows biases estimated using zonal mean brightness temperatures for298

the five channels using ascending (middle column), descending (right column) and both299

passes combined (left column) for N16–N15.300

It was shown in John et al. [2012b] that biases estimated using zonal averaged brightness301

temperatures agrees well with the biases estimated using global SNOs for the sounding302

channels (Channels 3–5). However, it should be noted that global SNOs occur only when303
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two satellites have similar equator crossing time (i.e., similar sampling times) and thus304

there is almost no influence of diurnal cycle differences in the zonal averaged brightness305

temperatures during those time periods. However, during other time periods diurnal306

cycle differences and orbit drift of the satellites can affect the estimated biases using this307

method.308

Biases for Channel 1 and 2 (first and seconds rows, respectively, of Figure 5) show309

significant seasonal dependence outside the tropics even when both passes are used in bias310

estimation (when only ascending or descending passes are used latitudinal and seasonal311

dependences are even larger). Also, there is considerable latitude dependence for these312

biases. However, John et al. [2012b] have demonstrated using global SNOs that there is313

only very little latitude and scene-radiance dependence for the biases of these channels.314

Therefore, these significant latitudinal and seasonal variations of biases are likely to be a315

result of diurnal cycle effects mainly from the surface. This can be corroborated by the316

near-absence of latitude dependence in bias during mid-2008 when the sampling times of317

both satellites are similar.318

Channel 3 (third row in Figure 5), on the other hand, shows very little latitude or319

seasonal dependence which is due to less surface influence and thus smaller diurnal cycle320

effects. Channel 4 (fourth row in Figure 5) biases show significant seasonal variability321

which is mainly due to the instrument being directly affected by sun angle variations as322

described in Zou and Wang [2011] and in the previous section. Some of this variability323

might also be coming from the diurnal cycle especially in recent years when the ascending324

and descending biases differ. Channel 5 (last row) bias shows latitudinal dependence325

which is again due to the impact of residual diurnal cycle.326
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If zonal averages are to be used to estimate inter-satellite biases, then it is disadvanta-327

geous to separate ascending and descending passes since combining them will average out328

at least the 24 hour component of the diurnal cycle.329

Shi and Bates [2011], as shown in their Figure 3, estimated the scene-radiance depen-330

dence of the biases using biases estimated from the zonal average method. But that will331

present a problem if biases are time varying. Lindfors et al. [2011] also considers time-332

invariant biases. If the biases are time varying, diurnal differences can be mis-interpreted333

as radiance dependence.334

3.3. SNOs

The left panels of Figure 6 show biases estimated using the SNO method. As discussed335

in Section 1, SNOs normally occur only over narrow latitude bands near the poles (from336

−70 to −80 and from 70 to 80 degree latitudes), except when the equator crossing times337

of the two satellites become similar. This has happened for N16–N15 pair around August,338

2008 and we had global SNOs [John et al., 2012b]. We have also shown biases estimated339

from zonal average brightness temperatures of those latitude bands on the right panels340

for easy comparison.341

The two sounding channels, Channels 1 and 2, show small inter-satellite biases through-342

out the life of the satellites. One of the main differences of the SNO method compared to343

the natural target methods for these channels is that we do not see impacts of diurnal cycle344

differences. There are differences between Southern and Northern hemisphere estimates,345

possibly due to dependence of biases on scene radiances [John et al., 2012b]. Biases for346

Channel 1 estimated using Antarctic SNOs show a trend of about 1 K over the 10 years,347

but there is no such trend for biases estimated using Arctic SNOs. Biases estimated from348
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zonal mean differences (in the right panels) show very large seasonal variations for rea-349

sons explained in Section 3.1.1 which confirms that zonal average methods are not very350

suitable for channels with surface influence, because the surface has higher seasonal and351

diurnal variability compared to the atmosphere aloft.352

Biases estimated for Channel 3–5 are similar for both Arctic and Antarctic SNOs.353

The biases estimated using zonal averages show comparable results, but there is higher354

seasonal variability in biases using measurements from the southern latitude band. One355

interesting inference one may draw from these analyses is that it is possible to have356

time varying radiance dependent biases. For example, the difference between biases from357

southern and northern hemispheres shows seasonal patterns; during certain periods there358

are no differences between them and during others there are significant differences and359

August 2008 was one of those. John et al. [2012b] analysed global SNO data for this360

month to investigate scene-radiance dependent biases for N16–N15 and found significant361

radiance-dependendence.362

In general, SNOs should provide the ”true” inter-satellite biases in the absence of scene-363

radiance dependent biases. This is because SNOs are not affected by diurnal cycle differ-364

ences and are thus resistant to the impact of orbital drifts. Also, impacts of clouds and365

inhomogeneous surfaces are minimal for this method due to stringent collocation criteria.366

3.4. Impact of clouds

Though microwave measurements are less impacted by clouds than infrared or visible367

measurements, there can be considerable cloud impacts when strong convection is present368

for the sounding channels [e.g., Hong et al., 2005] or when cloud liquid water is present for369

the window channels [e.g., Sreerekha et al., 2008]. Clouds affect these channels differently.370
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For the window channels (Channels 1 and 2) cloud liquid water acts like water vapour371

and the emission from the clouds will be added to the surface emission and therefore the372

presence of these clouds increases the brightness temperatures. On the other hand, ice373

particles in deep convective clouds scatters the radiation away from the line of sight of374

the satellite sensor and thus decreases the brightness temperatures. This effect dominates375

for the sounding channels (3–5), particularly for Channel 5.376

As discussed before, due to our stringent collocation criteria, clouds do not impact377

estimated biases from SNOs, because measurements from both satellites will be affected378

in somewhat similar ways. However, clouds can have significant impacts on the estimated379

biases when natural targets or zonal averages are used. To estimate the impact of clouds380

we have used the method developed by Buehler et al. [2007] which can be used to filter the381

clouds affecting Channel 3 measurements. As Moradi et al. [2010] demonstrated that the382

cloud filtering works well for the tropics, we have used tropical ocean averages to check383

the impact. The method is based on brightness temperature differences of Channels 3 and384

5 and a threshold for Channel 3 brightness temperatures. We used data only until 2006385

because after that significant biases exist for these channels and such biases can result in386

false cloud detection or missing a cloud. This method basically filters out clouds with ice387

particles, so we used it for the three sounding channels as these channels are all affected388

by ice scattering.389

Figure 7 shows biases estimated using all (green curve) data and only clear (blue curve)390

over tropical ocean. It is encouraging to see that biases estimated using all and clear data391

are similar. Differences are small because when the data are averaged for a month cloud392

effects are similar for both satellites.393
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3.5. Scene-radiance dependent bias

As discussed in John et al. [2012b] inter-satellite biases in most cases depend on scene-394

radiance. Here we analyse how different the estimates are from polar-only collocations and395

global collocations. Figure 8 shows the difference between the scene-radiance dependence396

of the biases estimated from the two sets of collocations. We have collated biases into397

10 K brightness temperature bins and then computed their mean and standard error for398

all bins with 100 or more data values, as done in John et al. [2012b]. The surface channels399

(1–2) show no difference because they do not have strong radiance dependence for this400

satellite pair [see Figure 9 of John et al., 2012b]. The differences tend to get larger for401

the sounding channels (3–5) at warmer measurements which are not well represented in402

the polar subset. Therefore, the scene-radiance dependence of the biases estimated from403

polar-only SNOs should be used with caution.404

4. Summary and outlook

In this study we have assessed three methods for inter-calibrating operational satellite405

microwave humidity sounders which is a necessary step towards creating climate data406

records from these measurements. The methods we have analysed are using : 1) simulta-407

neous nadir overpasses (SNOs) [e.g., Cao et al., 2004], 2) Antarctica and Tropical Oceans408

as natural targets [e.g., Mo, 2011], and 3) zonal averaged brightness temperatures [Shi409

and Bates , 2011]. In all methods, biases are calculated by averaging the data for a month.410

One of the natural targets, Antarctica, is found to be not very suitable for calibrating411

microwave humidity sounding channels. Owing to its elevated surface and drier atmo-412

sphere, all channels are sensitive to the surface over Antarctica. Therefore strong diurnal413

and seasonal cycle and diurnal cycle aliasing (due to orbit drift of the satellites) sig-414
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nals are present in the estimated biases, which compromise their use for inter-calibration.415

Nonetheless, the results reveal some of the instrument problems and general bias patterns.416

On the other hand, biases estimated using tropical ocean measurements show clear sig-417

nals of bias patterns and instrument problems, because diurnal and seasonal variations418

of these measurements are smaller over tropical ocean. Combining ascending and de-419

scending measurements helps to overcome any residual diurnal cycle aliasing. Combining420

the two passes which are 12 hours apart removes the 24 hour component of the diurnal421

cycle, which is predominant for the surface sensitive channels [Kottayil et al., 2012]. But422

even after combining the passes, smaller signals of diurnal cycle aliasing remain in the423

estimated biases for surface channels due to asymmetries in the diurnal cycle.424

Both liquid and ice clouds could impact these measurements [e.g., Sreerekha et al., 2008].425

We have not filtered for clouds in the analyses presented here. In order to test the impact426

of clouds on the estimated biases, we used a cloud filtering method by Buehler et al. [2007]427

for the three sounding channels (Channels 3–5) for the tropical ocean measurements. We428

found similar results for both all and cloud-cleared data.429

Ideally, SNOs alone could provide correct estimates of inter-satellite biases because this430

method is not affected by clouds (because of the stringent spatio-temporal collocation431

criteria) or by diurnal cycle differences (and thus the effect of orbital drift). However,432

because SNOs usually occur only at very high latitudes, measurements there only represent433

the colder end of the radiance dynamic range and therefore if the biases have scene-434

radiance dependence [e.g., Shi et al., 2008; Zou and Wang , 2011; John et al., 2012b], bias435

estimates from SNOs represent only the biases for colder brightness temperatures.436
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Figure 9 shows a comparison of biases estimated from SNOs and tropical ocean mea-437

surements for Channels 1 and 3. These two channels are selected owing to their very438

different behavior. Channel 1 is a surface channel under all-weather conditions, thus will439

have strong influence from the diurnal cycle and thus orbit drift of the satellites. Chan-440

nel 3 has the least influence from these because of its sensitivity to the upper troposphere.441

The green curves are the same as those in Figure 3 and the black and the blue curves442

are as in Figure 6. As expected, impacts of orbital drift are clearly seen for Channel 1,443

and the bias estimates differ among them. The difference between estimates of southern444

and northern hemispheric SNOs could possibly indicate scene-radiance dependent biases445

in Channel 1. During boreal winter months and also during the period when equator446

crossing times are about the same, the bias estimates from both hemispheres are similar.447

All three bias estimates and patterns for Channel 3 are very similar. Bias estimates of448

southern hemispheric SNOs and tropical ocean are sometimes half a Kelvin apart, which449

depicts possible scene-radiance dependence of these biases. This is approximately 4% rel-450

ative error in UTH estimates. Both methods are capable of detecting biases arising from451

instrument temperature variations associated with changes in sun angle changes as shown452

in Zou and Wang [2011].453

The main limitaion of using zonal averaged brightness temperatures (to a lesser extent454

for tropical-ocean averages) for inter-calibration is the impact of diurnal cycle which aliases455

into the estimated biases. One way to overcome this is to use data from only those areas456

where diurnal cycle of the measurements is very small. It is evident from Kottayil et al.457

[2012] that these areas are channel and time dependent. Combing the methods presented458

in this paper and that of Kottayil et al. [2012] remains topic for future work.459
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Overall, the biases are complex and have time-, state-, and instrument-dependencies460

(e.g., instrument viewing angle dependent biases, as shown in John et al. [2012a]). Cor-461

recting the biases of these instruments, primarily designed to provide data for weather462

forecasting, to create climate monitoring data sets, is challenging. See Thorne et al.463

[2011] for a detailed discussion of these issues for temperature sounding channels. When464

using these data for climate applications, it is necessary to have a clear understanding465

of the detailed specification of the required measurement uncertainties and instrument466

deficiencies.467
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Table 1. Channel characteristics of AMSU-B and MHS. MHS values are given in

brackets, if different from AMSU-B. fC is the central frequency of the channel, ∆f is the

pass band width, NE∆T is the noise equivalent temperature taken from Kleespies and

Watts [2007]. NE∆T values are on-orbit measurements for N16 AMSU-B and N18 MHS.

Ch. fC ∆f Pass bands NE∆T Beam Width Sensitive to

[GHz] [GHz] [K] [deg]

1 89.0 0.5 2 0.40 (0.32) 1.1 (1.11) Surface

2 150.0 (157.0) 1.0 2 0.80 (0.53) 1.1 (1.11) Surface

3 183.3±1.0 0.5 2 0.80 (0.50) 1.1 (1.11) Upper Trop.

4 183.3±3.0 1.0 2 0.75 (0.41) 1.1 (1.11) Mid Trop.

5 183.3±7.0 (183.3+7.0) 2.0 2 (1) 0.80 (0.55) 1.1 (1.11) Lower Trop.
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Figure 1. Local equator crossing times (LECT) of the ascending (solid lines) and

descending (dashed lines) nodes of NOAA-15 and NOAA-16.
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Figure 2. Monthly mean near-nadir brightness temperature for ascending (black)

and descending (red) passes and their differences (blue; ascending minus descending) of

NOAA-15 (middle panels) and NOAA-16 (left panels) from 2001 to 2010 over Antactica

(70◦S–82◦S). Right panels show inter-satellite differences (N16–N15) for ascending passes

(black), descending passes(red) and both combined (green).
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Figure 3. Monthly mean near-nadir brightness temperature for ascending (black)

and descending (red) passes and their differences (blue; ascending minus descending)

of NOAA-15 (middle panels) and NOAA-16 (left panels) from 2001 to 2010 over tropical

oceans (20◦S–20◦N). Right panels show inter-satellite differences (N16–N15) for ascending

passes (black), descending passes(red) and both combined (green).
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Figure 4. Diurnal cycle of Channel 1 brightness temperatures over tropical ocean. The

method used to construct the diurnal cycle is described in Kottayil et al. [2012].
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Figure 5. Biases (N16–N15, in Kelvin) estimated from zonally averaged brightness

temperatures for 16 latitude bands from 80◦S to 80◦N in 10◦ intervals are shown. Channel 1

is at 1st row, Channel 2 is at the second row, and so on. Left columns show biases

estimated with data which consist of both ascending and descending passes. Middle

columns are biases estimated with only ascending passes and the right columns are biases

estimated with only descending passes.
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Figure 6. Left panels show inter-satellite biases (N16–N15) estimated using SNO

method. Black symbols represent biases estimated using SNOs over the Antarctic and

blue symbols represents biases estimated using SNOs over the Arctic. The vertical lines

show standard errors of the estimated bias. Right panels show biases estimated using

zonal averages (ascending and descending passes combined) for comparison where black

symbols represent 70◦S–80◦S and blue symbols represent 70◦N–80◦N latitude bands. SNOs

normally occur at these latitudes.D R A F T August 21, 2012, 8:54am D R A F T
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Figure 7. Impact of clouds on the estimated bias. These are tropical ocean estimates.

The green curve represents all data and the blue curve represent only clear-data. Cloud

filtering is based on Buehler et al. [2007].
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Figure 8. Difference between radiance dependence of bias computed from global

collocations and only polar collocations. We used global collocations [John et al., 2012b]

of N15 and N16 during August 2008.
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Figure 9. Bias estimates for Channels 1 and 3 using SNOs and tropical ocean mea-

surements. SNO results from the two hemispheres are shown separately. Vertical bars for

SNO bias estimates represent their standard error.
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